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One white feather was what I got, kept in between the books                                                        
still arranged and the shelves, was glorified with my prize.                                                                            
There were four golden medals and a photo of mine                                                                      
holding the Taj Mahal in the hand, sweet and so small was i.                                                                               
The money plant was growing tall arranged in a side. Little                                                            
yellow, little green but the edges little black, like the memories of my life!                                             
The window is not opened, not opened for years. People                                                             
used to move, cows graze and those pigeons always cooed.                                                          
Unfortunately, today I can no more see, but feel, but feel those pages have turned brown,                                          
even the novels of mine. The diary? And those writings of mine?                                                                  
The hungry insects have fulfilled their dinner with the memories of my life!                                                          

Today, I can no more see the beautiful portraits decorated on the walls,                                            
Time passed away and so did I, no I just moved away,                                                                          
moved from the beautifully decorated room of mine. Once,                                                              
there used to be a black colored showpiece, costly, because it could make me                                      
remember the days when my sister would gave birth to her son. But today,                                                          
it is not at its place, nor am i. May be the color got faded or may be someone broke it,                                                
break into thousands of pieces, like the memories of my life!                                                            
World is very fast, it runs, and I tried just to crawl, just to lead but then                                                                 
what I found was a new existence, where there was no decorated room of mine,                                   
but a bed which only made me remember the memories of my life! 
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